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Matrix Drops 
 

are new quantum physical innovations
for people, pets, and plants. 

 
Matrix Drops is programmed water

with patterns of pure, clean elemental
information to promote better health.

 
It may help

remove emotional blocks and
negative thoughts
clear the mind, sharpen focus and
enhance intuition
cope with stress, anxiety
harmonize emotions and
relationships
influence all physical aspects of the
body to heal itself

The Matrix Drops program is for
individuals with a desire for conscious

development at an unprecedented pace.
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These products are not intended to diagnose,
treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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Dora 

Solymosi
 

Certified Health and Wellness Coach
Certified Matrix Drops Computer
Instructor
 

Matrix Drops Quantum Computer
Scan - Nutrition - Reflexology
Alternative Health
 

dora@HappinessHealthSolutions.com
972.839.6635, Dallas - DFW
www.HappinessHealthSolutions.com 

Dora has a BA in cultural studies and she is
a trained and certified Naturopath,
Reflexologist and Alternative Massage and
Movement Therapist in Europe. She also
holds a Health and Wellness Coach
certificate in the U.S.
She is also a certified Matrix Drops
Computer Instructor and Matrix Drops
Ambassador in Dallas, TX, U.S..
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If you feel stuck and
don't know how to

 go forward
contact me and see how I can help

you! With my simple plan and a
step by step guide  you will be

able to get well soon!

Holistic program
made simple for you!

Mind & Soul



Matrix Drops Computer
is a new quantum physical innovation

that can detect information
disturbances in your body, emotions,
thoughts, soul and show your energy

blockages. 
Vitamin

Mineral & Trace Element
Heavy Metal Toxicity

Amino Acids and Acids
South-North Pole imbalances

Allergy
Geopathic Stress Zones

EMF radiation
Jetlag, Schumann resonance

Radioactive Material
Bacteria, Viruses, Fungi
Vaccination aftermath

Physical restraints, Psychosomatic
Post-Traumatic Stress

Emotional Blocks & Traumas,
And many other...

 Better health for people, pets, and
plants.
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Nutrition

Nutrition made simple
to induce self-healing!

Personalized nutrition can:
prevent or lower the risk of many
diseases
stop or reverse chronic conditions
build a strong immune system
eradicate autoimmune problems
benefit all organ systems at once
make you young and jubilant
reverse cell aging
increase your energy level

 
Feel great in your skin day or

night!

Are you confused with

the latest nutrition

advice because it’s

always changing?

Harmonizing body, 
mind, and spirit
to induce self-healing!

Reflexology

Reflexology foot massage may:
boost the immune system
improve blood and lymph
circulation
stimulate toxin elimination
restore hormonal balance
promote digestion
help with migraine/tension
headaches
ease chronic fatigue
reduce anxiety and depression
relax and balance body and
mind
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Evidence-based method
research shows


